
What experience and history 
teach is this – that people and 
governments have never 
learned anything from history 
or acted upon the principles 
deduced from it. (Hegel)



A Brief History of the USA

US Foreign Policies and Politics



I. Before US

• Human settlement for 
more than 14.000 years 

– Native Americans:

– First Nations

– Aboriginal peoples

– American Indians 
(Amerindians, Red Indians)

– 2% of Canadians and 1% of 
Americans are Indians



II. Colonial Period 16.-18. Century

• Colonial powers:

– Portugal + Spain

– Netherlands

– Russia

– France

– Britain 
• Puritans (Calvinists)

• WASPs  (White Anglo-
Saxon Protestants)



13 British Colonies 

– merchants

– slaves and convicts

– settlers

– pioneers 

self-reliance

frontier



Nation Building

• Independence from the British mother country

– 1773 Boston Tea Party

– 1776 Declaration of Independence

– 1783 Treaty of Paris ends the Revolutionary War

– 1788 Constitution and Bill of Rights



Nation Building

• Independence from the British mother country

European Revolutions 

The US constitution became a model for most 
political systems in the world. 

Mission: uniting the states and winning the West! 



III. West Expansion 1783-1853
“A Manifest Destiny”
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Key Words

• big business: onset of Industrial Revolution in the US ca. 1840

• Informal Empire: political influence through economic             
dependence

• Open Door Policy: abolition of trade restrictions; since 1899;

a means of indirect rule (W.A. Williams) 

• United Fruit Company: since 1899; enormous influence in 
Middle- and South America; today: 
Chiquita Brands Int. 

• big-stick policy: US right to exercise an international police 
power derived from T. Roosevelt‘s advice to
“speak softly but carry a big stick“ 1901



Monroe Doctrine 1823

• President James Monroe (1817-1825)

– European interference in the Americas not 
tolerated 

– no US interference in Europe and its colonies: 

“America for the Americans“



Monroe Doctrine 1823

• President James Monroe (1817-1825)

– “America for the Americans“

– The Industrialization (1840s) and “big business“ 
interests lead to the creation of an 

“Informal Empire“ 







Monroe Doctrine 1823

• President James Monroe (1817-1825)

– “America for the Americans”

– Informal Empire

– The doctrine remains valid until entry into 
the First World War (1917)



IV. Intervention and Isolation
1917-1945

• WW I

– submarine warfare and the Zimmerman telegram 
threaten the safety of the USA 

– Wilson‘s 14 Points Speech (Jan. 1918):
• free trade 

• democracy

• self-determination

• abolition of secret diplomacy

• League of Nations



IV. Intervention and Isolation
1917-1945

• WW I

– submarine warfare and the Zimmerman telegram 
threaten the safety of the USA 

– Wilson‘s 14 Points Speech (Jan. 1918):

• WW II 

– Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor 7 Dec. 1941 

– nuclear attacks on Hiroshima and Nagasaki



F.D. Roosevelt 1945

• Four Liberties (Jan. 1941)

– freedom of speech 

– and religion, 

– prosperity 

– and security for all nations



F.D. Roosevelt 1945

• Four Liberties (Jan. 1941)

• One World Theory

“that we cannot live alone, at peace; that our own 
well-being is dependent on the well-being of other 
nations – far away. We have learned to be citizens 
of the world”

end of isolationism



V. Cold War Era 1945-1989

• Truman Doctrine 1947 containment

• Eisenhower Doctrine 1957 

• Kennedy Doctrine 1961-3

• Johnson Doctrine 1965

• Nixon Doctrine 1969

• Carter Doctrine 1980

• Reagan Doctrine 1985



Key Words

• containment: prevention of any attempt to 
spread the communist influence through

– economic aid: ERP

– military force: NATO

– intelligence and covered operations: CIA 



Truman Doctrine 1947

“to protect free peoples from subjugation by 
armed minorities or outside pressure“

US foreign policy determined by the 

“iron curtain”



V. Cold War Era 1945-1989

• Truman Doctrine 1947 containment

• Eisenhower Doctrine 1957 rollback

• Kennedy Doctrine 1961-3

• Johnson Doctrine 1965

• Nixon Doctrine 1969

• Carter Doctrine 1980

• Reagan Doctrine 1985



Eisenhower Doctrine 1957

• “to protect nations, requesting aid against 
aggression from international communism”



Eisenhower Doctrine 1957

• “to protect nations, requesting aid against 
aggression from international communism”

• Middle East: economic and military assistance

– to secure access to resources

• Latin America: intensified trade relations

– and covered intervention in Guatemala 1953/4 
and Cuba 1959-63



V. Cold War Era 1945-1989

• Truman Doctrine 1947 containment

• Eisenhower Doctrine 1957 rollback

• Kennedy Doctrine 1961-3 détente

• Johnson Doctrine 1965

• Nixon Doctrine 1969

• Carter Doctrine 1980

• Reagan Doctrine 1985



Kennedy Doctrine 1961-3

• “we shall pay any price, bear any burden, 
meet any hardship, … to assure the survival 
and the success of liberty”



Kennedy Doctrine 1961-3

• “we shall pay any price, bear any burden, 
meet any hardship, … to assure the survival 
and the success of liberty”

• initially: expansion of rollback 

– Cuba, Vietnam
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• “we shall pay any price, bear any burden, meet 
any hardship, … to assure the survival and the 
success of liberty”

• initially: expansion of rollback 

• Turning point: Cuban Missile Crisis 1962
– Partial Nuclear Test Ban Treaty

– SALT I (1975) + SALT II (1979)



Kennedy Doctrine 1961-3

• “we shall pay any price, bear any burden, meet 
any hardship, … to assure the survival and the 
success of liberty”

• initially: expansion of rollback 

• Turning point: Cuban Missile Crisis 1962
– Partial Nuclear Test Ban Treaty

– SALT I (1975) + SALT II (1979)

but also Vietnam War 



Johnson Doctrine 1965

• “the American nations cannot, must not, and 
will not permit the establishment of another 
Communist government in the Western 
Hemisphere”



Johnson Doctrine 1965

• “the American nations cannot, must not, and 
will not permit the establishment of another 
Communist government in the Western 
Hemisphere”

• legitimization of (covered) intervention and 
regime change in Latin America despite OAS
charter provisions

– Guyana 1961-64 - Brazil 1962-64
– Dominican Rep. 1965
– Panama 1980s -Venezuela 2002



V. Cold War Era 1945-1989

• Truman Doctrine 1947

• Eisenhower Doctrine 1957 expansion of 

• Kennedy Doctrine 1961-3 “big-stick policy“

• Johnson Doctrine 1965

• Nixon Doctrine 1969

• Carter Doctrine 1980 interventionism

• Reagan Doctrine 1985



Nixon Doctrine 1969

• “We shall look to the nation directly threatened to 
assume the primary responsibility of providing the 
manpower for its defense.”



Nixon Doctrine 1969

• “We shall look to the nation directly threatened to 
assume the primary responsibility of providing the 
manpower for its defense.”

• End of unconditional military protection 

– retreat from Vietnam

– and diplomatic relationship with communist China 

– but increasing weapon sales



Carter Doctrine 1980

• “An attempt by any outside force to gain 
control of the Persian Gulf region will be 
regarded as an assault on the vital interests 
of the United States of America, and such an 
assault will be repelled by any means 
necessary, including military force.”



Carter Doctrine 1980

• “An attempt by any outside force to gain 
control of the Persian Gulf region will be 
regarded as an assault on the vital interests 
of the United States of America, and such an 
assault will be repelled by any means 
necessary, including military force.”

• military presence in Gulf area

• covered support of mujahedeen



V. Cold War Era 1945-1989

• Truman Doctrine 1947 containment

• Eisenhower Doctrine 1957 rollback

• Kennedy Doctrine 1961-3 détente

• Johnson Doctrine 1965

• Nixon Doctrine 1969

• Carter Doctrine 1980

• Reagan Doctrine 1985 (new) rollback



Reagan Doctrine 1985

• “My idea of American policy toward the  
Soviet Union is simple: 

We win and they lose.”



Reagan Doctrine 1985

• “My idea of American policy toward the Soviet 
Union is simple: We win and they lose.”

• Global expansion of Carter Doctrine:
– SU called “evil empire” (moral dimension)

– including threats from within foreign countries

– covered intervention + open confrontation in:

Afghanistan, Angola, Cambodia, Ethiopia, Iran, 
Laos, Libya, Nicaragua and Vietnam



VI. Dissolution of Blocs and 
War on Terror

• Bush Doctrine (2001-2009)

– reaction to 9/11: War on Terrorism

– “preemptive strikes against potential enemies 
and promoting democratic regime change”

– unilateralism



VI. Dissolution of Blocs and 
War on Terror

• Bush Doctrine (2001-2009)

– “preemptive strikes against potential enemies 
and promoting democratic regime change”

– unilateralism

• Obama Doctrine (since 2009)

– “Force is sometimes necessary” (Oslo speech) 

– The style of foreign policy changes towards 
multilateral negotiations and cooperation. 



Bush Doctrine 2001

successes:
- end of Taliban regime

- Saddam Hussein removed from power

- no participation in Kyoto Protocol and the ICC

failures:

- democratization of Afghanistan, Philippines, Somalia,  

Pakistan or Iraq remains weak

- al-Qaeda still prospering

- rising anti-Americanism and alienation of political partners



Obama Doctrine 2009

successes:

- improvements in international relationships

- withdrawal from Iraq 

- cooperation with the International Criminal Court

failures: 

- prisoners still detained in Guantanamo Bay 

- environmental policy remains rudimentary



The story continues ?

• The age of universal empires with their 
territorial claims ended in 1991 to be followed 
by new economic empires based on markets, 
resources and value systems. (Demandt)

• The struggle for dominance between East and 
West is going to be replaced by something 
completely different by 2045. (Morris)
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Revision

• Origins of US world view:

– frontier experience + self-reliance

– Puritan ideals 

– democratic rule “for, by and through the people” 
and a free market economy generate peace and 
prosperity

– a manifest destiny – US should play a leading role 



• Changing policies:

– isolationism   (nation building)

– informal imperialism  (expansion)

– reaction to attacks (World Wars)

– containment – détente – rollback (Cold War)

– increasing interventionism

– a change towards multilateralism? (Obama)




